
December Webinars (1h + questions) 
 

Authors are proud to announce finalizing the 3rd edition of their best-selling book 
“LABORATORY-GROWN DIAMONDS - Information guide to HPHT and CVD -grown diamonds” 
in collaboration with contributing eminent authors, that we will present in 7 webinars.  
 
Webinar 6: December 4th  2020 at 7.00am PT (Vancouver, LA),10.00am New York, 3.00pm 
in London, 5.00pm in Moscow/Dubai, 7.30pm Mumbai, 10pm Hong Kong/Perth we will have 
LIVE conversation with author Dusan Simic (AG&J, USA) on “Identification and Tracking of 
laboratory-grown diamonds with NEW Patent“. 
 

                          
 
CPF (Cross Polarized Filters) technique is technically the simplest and cheapest screening and 
identification method. It is also extremely fast. In seconds you can see the whole 3D picture of 
the diamond’s internal structure and origin: natural Type Ia or HPHT-grown or is Type IIa .To 
use the CPF method as a routine, calls for constant practice. It really means to screen, if not 
thousands, at least hundreds of diamonds of different colors, clarities, types, shapes and origins. 
 
Patent -only the laboratory-grown diamonds are clearly and visibly identified with nothing more 
than with a simple UV lamp. They are fluorescing pink! This pink fluorescence is created 
through a post–growth treatment that creates invisible Nitrogen-Vacancy centers that generate 
pink fluorescence visible to the naked eye when excited with ultraviolet light – UV Lamp. This 
process does not change (neither improve nor worsen) the starting color of these post-treated 
laboratory-grown diamonds, according to the 4C grading standard. It is permanent enhancement.  
 
 



 
 
Webinar 7: December 18th 2020  7.00am PT (Vancouver, LA),10.00am New York, 3.00pm in 
London, 5.00pm in Moscow/Dubai, 7.30pm Mumbai, 10pm Hong Kong/Perth and we will have 
LIVE conversation with author Branko Deljanin (CGL, Canada) on “Identification and 
Certification of Laboratory-grown diamonds”. 
 

        
 
Fluorescence technique allows inspection of diamonds in either, a rough, facetted or mounted 
state whereby faint luminescence under LW coupled with brighter luminescence or 
phosphorescence under SW is a good indication of synthetic origin of a colorless, near-colorless, 
yellow or blue diamond. Pink or red diamonds fluorescing orange are a clear indication of 
treatment. The technique is particularly useful for small and mounted diamonds for which other 
analytical techniques are prohibitive or not cost effective.  
 
We reiterate that a reliable and sustainable identification to ascertain the origin of a diamond can 
be achieved only if we use at least two identification methods in combination. Observation of 
luminescent features that suggest synthetic origin must not be considered definitive and 
submission for further standard tests (using Cross Polarized Filters, microscopy, etc.), portable 
advanced instruments (EXA natural diamond detector) and more advanced lab instruments 
(FTIR, PL, visible and fluorescence spectroscopy) are recommended at Gem Laboratories.  
 

Author Dusan Simic, B.Sc. FGG is research 
gemologist of AG&J (Analytical Gemology and 
Jewelry, NYC), and holds a USPTO Patent 
“Synthetic Diamond Labeling and Identification 
System and Method”, number 10,088,432; 
October 2, 2018. Dusan is featured in the 
forthcoming documentary with title “Origin 
Stories”, 90 minutes for cinema, about the 
diamond industry by award-winning filmmaker 
Jason Kohn, to be premiered on Showtime.  
 



 
 
 
 
 

Author Branko Deljanin, B.Sc. FGA, GG, DGA is 
President and Head Gemologist at “CGL Canadian 
gemlab” and Director of “Gemmological Research 
Industries” (Canada). He issued first Grading Certificates 
in the world for Synthetic Diamond in New York in 2000 
and created terminology “Laboratory Created”. Branko 
is instructor of “Advanced Gemology” programs on 
diamonds and gems offered at workshops in 17 
countries and via Practical Webinars. 
 


